
Sektion Proposal “Crusoe Archipelagoes” Anglistentag 2019 

Taking the 300th anniversary of the publication of Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe as our cue, 
we propose a Sektion called “Crusoe Archipelagoes” for the Anglistentag 2019 in Leipzig. From 
Robinson Crusoe’s primary location on an island in the Caribbean emerges a re-consideration 
of textual relations, influences, and organisational systems in terms of the archipelago. The 
archipelago resists the idea of island insularity: Any particular island, geographical or 
metaphorical, is not simply an island, nor solely an island nor is it isolated as an island (Roberts 
and Stephens 2013, Stratford et. al. 2011, Baldacchino and Clark 2013). Indeed, rather than 
fore-grounding the land, the archipelago demands a shift of perspective: a ‘sea of islands’, to 
borrow Epeli Hau’ofa’s phrasing (Hau’ofa 1993). For Robinson Crusoe, this means dislodging 
the novel from its singular status (be it as ‘the first novel in English’ or as a mythical story or 
as paramount to the canon) and instead considering it through the relations forged to other 
texts (written and otherwise, fictional and non-fictional/critical).  
 
The insights provided by archipelagic thought allow for a critical reconsideration of the status 
of the ‘Robinsonade’ and other thematically related texts as derivative. Rather than 
‘derivative,’ intertextual relations become ‘intra-textual’ relations (adapting Barad 2007), 
suggesting the co-constitutive way in which texts generate meaning and are received by 
particular readers, that is, with other texts (rather than, as a linear model of reception would 
suggest, against other texts). Accordingly, contributions that examine the CANON and 
INTERTEXTUALITY in archipelagic modes are particularly welcome. 
 
In harnessing archipelagic thought as the over-arching theme for this Sektion, similarity and 
difference are no longer considered dichotomous and absolute terms, but rather as shifting 
patterns of relations between various nodes. This opens up the possibility for a critical 
reconsideration of, for example, GENDER, SEXUALITY, RACE, NATIONALITY, CLASS, and 
ABLEBODIEDNESS, with respect to Robinson Crusoe and its ‘accompanying’ texts.  
 
Archipelagic thought also provides fresh angles to critique changes to GENRE, e.g. diary forms 
and travel writing after the emergence of digital media, as a co-constitutive becoming rather 
than derivative development. SPACE and PLACE, e.g. points of departure and other geographic 
reference points (the continents of Europe, Americas, Africa, most pertinently), elicit 
‘multiplicities of stories-so-far’ (Massey 2006) in the archipelagic mode, rather than static 
entities characterised by homogeneity. DIASPORA, in a similar vein, becomes a foregrounding 
of relations that emerge with MOBILITIES, rather than always in relation to a homeland or 
nation. Archipelagos invite QUEERINGS through a privileging of rhizomatic affiliations over 
arboreal or genealogical lineage. The connections of the archipelago suggest routes for 
postcolonial or ecocritical critiques of the trope of SURVIVAL. Rethinking similarity and 
difference as diffraction rather than dichotomy enables new perspectives on Robinson 
Crusoe’s EXOTICISM and its otherings, or the trope of ANIMALITY and the non-human in the 
novel and its co-texts. 
 
We welcome contributions that address one, or ideally more than one, of the key words of 
the proposal. Contributions that critique television series and digital formats (e.g. youtube, 
blogs) that engage with themes broached in Robinson Crusoe will be welcomed, as well as 
those that draw on written and visual texts. 
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